Technical Internships (IND)

IND 1402 Cooperative Internship .......................... 2 Credit Hours
English/ESL Placement: Placement into ENG 1060 or higher (or placement into ESL 2510 or higher for students taking the ESL sequence of courses).
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.
The student will be employed within his trade area in a supervised situation under the guidance of a coordinator. The student will identify and describe, through reports and position papers, technical problems encountered on the job. BILLABLE CONTACT HOURS: 2

IND 2403 Advanced Cooperative Internship .......... 3 Credit Hours
English/ESL Placement: Placement into ENG 1060 or higher (or placement into ESL 2510 or higher for students taking the ESL sequence of courses).
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.
The advanced internship student will continue their employment within their trade area. Students will prepare research projects on special methods and processes and new technical equipment developed in their specific trade area. BILLABLE CONTACT HOURS: 3

IND 2404 Advanced Cooperative Internship .......... 4 Credit Hours
English/ESL Placement: Placement into ENG 1060 or higher (or placement into ESL 2510 or higher for students taking the ESL sequence of courses).
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor.
The advanced internship student will continue their employment within their trade area. Students will prepare research projects on special methods and processes and new technical equipment developed in their specific trade area. BILLABLE CONTACT HOURS: 4